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Documentation shows that plans to release this “consumer product virus” were initially targeted for
the Sydney Olympics in 2000. The transmitter was to be soft drink colas and bottled waters.
This scientific research has been conducted under the code name BioPEEP which stands for
Biological Protocol for Enhanced Economic Production. But before full implementation of the plan
was possible, the research and researchers were co-opted by the U.S. military to further the military’s interest in human genetic warfare — which is in essence “gene-ocide.” We have reason to
believe this research is now directed at the creation of a virus which is capable of destroying
selected human gene types. Specifically targeted are Asians, Arabs, Jews, and Africans. This joint
effort between an unnamed corporation and the U.S. military has been operating with international
intelligence connections.
Much of the barbaric research on chickens has been conducted on Australian soil. Tens of thousands of chickens have been sacrificed for this treachery against humanity. In fact, we have concerns that humans may have unknowingly been consuming these contaminated chickens, the consequences of which are unknown.
An inside contact (who fears for his life and the safety of his family and will therefore remain anonymous) has provided documents that prove these claims. We have posted them on our Web site
<http://www.STOPBioPEEP.com> to provide everyone, including government representatives and
the press with absolute evidence. These files show that BioPEEP is a collaboration of several international scientific organizations including a supercomputer facility in Ljubljana, Slovenia; a genetic
research facility in Santa Fe, New Mexico, U.S.A.; a government agency in Los Alamos, New
Mexico, U.S.A.; a market research company in Hawaii, U.S.A.; and a poultry research facility in
Queensland, Australia.
We have tried to speak with representatives from these companies to express our concern. None
have been willing to take our calls. The contacts known to us at this time are: Slovenia: Miso
Alkalaj, “J. Stefan” Institute, phone 386 61 1257052 or 386 61 1773900; Santa Fe: Dr. Jason S.
Aaron, Genscan U.S., phone 505 988 7263; and Hawaii: Warren Dastrup, Pacific Research Assoc.,
phone 808 821 0530. There is no contact information for the Los Alamos or Queensland facilities.
Stop BioPEEP represents Australian and international humanitarians and animal rights activists
who have decided to confront and challenge the multinationals and the U.S. military establishment
and fight back. We are outraged that such immoral and unethical research, which threatens to alter
life as we know it, can be conceived and developed and can remain unchecked. Therefore, we
have decided to take an aggressive stance and to distribute the facts to the world.
Demonstrations to stop this unscrupulous genetic research and engineering are being organized
throughout Australia, the U.S. and Western Europe. Protest plans and sites will be posted on our
Web page. Interested parties are urged to contact us via e-mail at <info@stopbiopeep.com>.
We call upon our leaders, animal and human rights activists, and members of the media, to go
public to bring this crime against life as we know it to the consciousness of Australians and people
around the world. We must expose and stop this unscrupulous, diabolical research before it is too
late. And we must appeal to the consciences of the scientists working on this research to come
forth to help prevent experimental eugenics on poutlry and on people. DNA research technology
provides the tools such that any selected group could become a genetic time bomb for addiction
and/or eradication. Stop “gene-ocide.” Stop BioPEEP.
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